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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Position of the deliverable in the whole project context 

This is an interim deliverable and represents the status of the hardware as of M18 of the OPERA project. 

At this point the hardware design is complete as well as the preliminary software support. Both are likely 

to be added to or improved during the remainder of the project. The FPGA accelerator will form part of 

the heterogeneous systems developed for the “Datacentre in a truck use case” and the “Traffic monitoring 

use case”. 

Description of the deliverable 

As part of the OPERA project a SOC FPGA accelerator card has been developed. This document describes 

the different tests performed on the hardware to ensure the device is functioning correctly and meets the 

requirements of the OPERA use cases. It also describes the tests performed to ensure the software 

development flow works as expected, accompanied by some software benchmark results. 

List of actions and roles 

This deliverable was created by Nallatech with contributions from HPE regarding integration into the HPE 

Moonshot servers.  

 

LIST OF ACTIONS 

ACTIVITIES LIST AND PARTNERS ROLES Nallatech HPE IBM ISBM Certios 

Summary of the initial requirement P - R R  

Components to be integrated P P R   

Integration output: first iteration P R  R R 

Integration output: second iteration - - -   

Integration output: third iteration - - -   

 

● P = Participating (includes I & R) 

● I = Input delivery (Includes R) 

● R = review 
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1 HARDWARE TESTING AND SOC BUILT IN SELF TEST (BIST) 

 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

This section describes the design verification and hardware testing that is performed on each feature of 

the Opera SOC Accelerator hardware. 

The following sections refer to testing in 3 distinct sections. 

1. Design Verification: This is the initial testing and verification of firmware and software performed 

during the design phase and debug. For the SOC Accelerator much of the testing was performed 

on the Altera Arria10 soc development board. 

2. Production Testing: Once the SOC accelerator has been manufactured, these prototypes must 

then undergo testing to ensure the IP developed on the Altera development platform is 

successfully ported to the new hardware. The different hardware features of this board must be 

tested to ensure no unforeseen problems have arisen during the manufacturing process. 

3. User Invoked Testing: This refers to tests that can be performed by the hardware’s Built-In-Self-

Test (BIST) to ensure hardware has been successfully installed in a user’s hardware. 

 

 

Figure 1 : Arria10 SoC Development Kit 

1.2 POWER SUPPLIES (ON BOARD POWER REGULATORS AND POL SUPPLIES) 

1.2.1 Design Verification 

Power budgets have been calculated and used to design all on board power supplies. Power supply 

stability and accuracy are based on the requirements of supplied components. 

The FPGA SOC board contains the Texas Instruments UCD9090, an on-board power supply sequencer & 

system health monitor. The UCD90901  is a 10-rail PMBus/I2C addressable power-supply sequencer and 

monitor. The device integrates a 12-bit ADC for monitoring up to 10 power-supply voltage inputs. Twenty-

three GPIO pins can be used for power supply enables signals, power-on reset signals, external interrupts, 

cascading, or other system functions. Ten of these pins offer pulse width modulation (PWM) functionality. 

Using these pins, the UCD9090 offers support for margining, and general-purpose PWM functions. 

The UCD9090 allows continuous monitoring of all major on-board power supplies for correct operation. 

Any errors are recorded, and the card shut down to prevent damage if they are beyond intended operating 

parameters. 
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PSU designs are based on data provided by the Altera Power Estimator Tool, for the major FPGA power 

supplies. 

1.2.2 Production testing 

The hardware was first tested in a static condition, i.e. all power supplies are tested to fall within design 

tolerances at no-load and full-load.  

The Built-in-self-test is run selecting high dynamic load conditions for dynamic testing. Typically, this is a 

combination of memories tested using F-0-F patterns and high frequency processor switching with the 

FPGA. The FPGA design has variable current load modules (known as burners) that can be enabled and 

disabled to alter the dynamic load in the FPGA. This simulates different levels of customer usage. 

During such testing, all power supplies are monitored using an Oscilloscope with low frequency filtering 

enabled to ensure no noise or voltage excursions beyond nominal limits are observed. Also, all power 

supplies are observed using AC coupling to check high frequency stability. 

During BIST, power supplies are monitored to ensure they are within specification at all times during 

testing. 

Additionally, power supplies are margined up and down to ensure they are correctly monitored by the 

on-board UCD9090 device. This is done repeatedly during testing to ensure stability. The following tests 

are repeated throughout the production test period (typically 3½ hours). 

 

Test 
Onboard PSU Voltage 

Setting 
Onboard Power Load 

1 Nominal Minimum 

2 Nominal 
Step through variable current loads (8 steps minimum 

current to maximum) 

3 Margin High Minimum 

4 Margin High 
Step through variable current loads (8 steps minimum 

current to maximum) 

5 Margin Low Minimum 

6 Margin Low 
Step through variable current loads (8 steps minimum 

current to maximum) 

Table 1: list of repetitive tests 

These measurements are recorded as part of normal BIST testing.  

1.2.3 User Invoked Testing 

Utilizing the factory supplied BIST, power supplies are monitored to ensure they are within specification 

at all times during testing. Note that user testing does not margin power supplies as this is not a normal 

operational mode. 
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1.3 HARDWARE CLOCK CHECK 

The QSFP28 clocking structure is as shown below. 

Jitter
Attenuation

Chip
Si5346

OSC 0

QSFP28_1

QSFP28_0

Clock
Generator 1

Clock
Generator 0

OSC 1

qsfp1_refclk0

qsfp0_refclk1

qsfp1_refclk1

FPGA
Si5346 ctrl/status

TCXO

10MHz

1PPS

Optional Advanced Clocking Block

recovered_clk0

recovered_clk1

qsfp 0_refclk0

 

Figure 2: QSFP28 clocking structure 

Production test includes a dedicated clock test which ensures all clocks are operating at required 

frequencies. This includes testing alternate clock sources and paths by switching into all possible modes 

during BIST testing. GXB clocks are tested during QSFP28 testing, where an out of specification clock would 

cause serial link bit errors. Any clock operating out of range is flagged as an error, resulting in the board 

being rejected. 

 The relevant part of the BIST report is reproduced below. 

 

INFO   - Clocks BIST Firmware version number: 1.1 
INFO   - T003 - Clocks Test : Starting, clock_enabl es set to 0x0 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock0: Calculated frequency = 267.257843 MHz, Expected 
frequency = 266.666667 MHz 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock0: Frequency is within acc eptable range 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock1: Calculated frequency = 267.257843 MHz, Expected 
frequency = 266.666667 MHz 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock1: Frequency is within acc eptable range 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock2: Calculated frequency = 267.257843 MHz, Expected 
frequency = 266.666667 MHz 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock2: Frequency is within acc eptable range 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock3: Calculated frequency = 267.257843 MHz, Expected 
frequency = 266.666667 MHz 
INFO   - T003 - Ref clock3: Frequency is within acc eptable range 
INFO   - T003 - SFP0 clock0 (divided by 4): Calcula ted frequency = 133.113419 
MHz, Expected frequency = 132.812500 MHz 
INFO   - T003 - SFP0 clock0 (divided by 4): Frequen cy is within acceptable range 
INFO   - T003 - SFP0 clock0 (divided by 4): Calcula ted frequency = 161.497879 
MHz, Expected frequency = 161.132812 MHz 
INFO   - T003 - SFP0 clock0 (divided by 4): Frequen cy is within acceptable range 
INFO   - T003 - Clocks Test : Finished 

Table 2: BIST report (relevant part) 
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1.4 CONFIGURATION QSPI 

1.4.1 Design Verification 

This feature has been designed based on the manufacturers recommended circuit. It is a flash memory 

capable of holding two uncompressed programs (also known as images) which are used to program the 

on-board FPGA upon power up. 

1.4.2 Production Testing 

During design the Flash interface was extensively tested through a combination of software and firmware, 

verifying programming, erasure and verification functionality. 

After manufacture, the Flash memory is programmed with a default program and used within the 

production environment to program the FPGA, thus proving it is functional and connected. 

1.4.3 User Invoked Testing 

The user supplied BIST does not test the flash. However, the user can reprogram the flash using provided 

utilities thus proving functionality. Additionally, if Flash memory is faulty the board will not program 

successfully. 

1.5 DDR3 MEMORY 

1.5.1 Design Verification 

The memory interfaces on this card are arguably the most complex and difficult to design. Thus, a 

significant amount of work was undertaken to model and verify the design of these interfaces.  

Different board and FPGA settings were compared to achieve optimal signal integrity. The example 

diagram shown below is typical of the results from parameter sweeps on board impedance.  

 

Figure 3: BK0_DQ0 – Comparison between 50Ω (left) and 40Ω (right) Impedance 
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Figure 4: Optimal DDR FPGA Driver Settings 

1.5.2 Production Testing 

Memories were tested using a variety of access patterns and data patterns to fully characterize the 

interfaces. In all cases, the tests were run at nominal frequency (2133 MTPS/1066MHz) and at a higher 

frequency (2400 MTPS/1200MHz). Memory tests were run with power supplies margined high, nominal 

and low. The patterns used for testing are shown below. 

 

Pattern Description Typical Use 

Sequence 
A monotonically rising sequence 

of numbers e.g. 0 1 2 3 

Used for basic debug. Allows easy identification 

of repeated numbers, address bit errors etc. 

PRBS 
Pseudo-Random sequence of 32 

bit numbers. 

Tests all possible sequences of 1s and 0s on all 

lines in the minimum time. Useful for showing 

signal integrity and reflection issues. 

Rolling 1 

Sequence of values with a single 

set bit which moves from bit 0 to 

bit 31 before starting again at bit 

0. 

Finds interconnected data bits and can show 

crosstalk between bits more clearly than PRBS. 

Can also clearly show stuck low bits. 

Rolling 0 

Sequence of values with a single 

unset bit which moves from bit 0 

to bit 31 before starting again at 

bit 0. 

Finds interconnected data bits and can show 

crosstalk between bits more clearly than PRBS. 

Can also clearly show stuck high bits. 

F-0-F 

Sequence of 0xffffffff 
followed by 0x00000000 

repeated. 

Very high switching currents and simultaneous 

switching. Maximal test for I/O power supplies. 

5-A-5 

Sequence of 0x55555555 

followed by 0xaaaaaaaa 

repeated. 

Like F-0-F but adjacent bits are always inverses 

thus dynamic power is lower. Can show weak 
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crosstalk between lines, or some specific driver 

issues.  

Table 3: patterns used for testing 

1.5.3 User Invoked Testing 

During production testing the memory interfaces are tested continuously with PRBS patterns. This is the 

most arduous of testing patterns as it creates the most random level of switching currents. It is also the 

pattern most likely to be representative of real data. 

Any memory test failure is reported and the board is rejected.  

The relevant section of the results is reproduced below. 

 

INFO   -    DDR3 SDRAM Bank 0 full test details: 
INFO   -       BIST enabled: no 
INFO   -       BIST reset: no 
INFO   -       Patterns selected: 0x3f 
INFO   -       Running: no 
INFO   -       Fail: no 
INFO   -       Errors: 0x0 
INFO   -       Tests completed: 18 
INFO   -       Error bits Lower: 0x0 
INFO   -       Error bits Upper: 0x0 
INFO   -       Error bits Parity: 0x0 
INFO   -    Report on testing of DDR3 SDRAM Bank 0:  
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 0: Current time is 1 8:12:56 
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 0: Test Stopped 
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 0: Completed tests: 18 
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 0: No error found. 
INFO   -    DDR3 SDRAM Bank 1 full test details: 
INFO   -       BIST enabled: no 
INFO   -       BIST reset: no 
INFO   -       Patterns selected: 0x3f 
INFO   -       Running: no 
INFO   -       Fail: no 
INFO   -       Errors: 0x0 
INFO   -       Tests completed: 18 
INFO   -       Error bits Lower: 0x0 
INFO   -       Error bits Upper: 0x0 
INFO   -       Error bits Parity: 0x0 
INFO   -    Report on testing of DDR3 SDRAM Bank 1:  
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 1: Current time is 1 8:12:56 
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 1: Test Stopped 
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 1: Completed tests: 18 
INFO   -       DDR3 SDRAM Bank 1: No error found. 

 

Table 4: memory interfaces test result 

1.5.4 Customer Invoked Testing 

Customer testing utilizing the factory supplied BIST is identical to production testing and results in the 

same output. This allows users to check 100% memory functionality as installed in the customer system. 

1.6 PCIEX8 GEN 3 

1.6.1 Design Verification 

The PCIe interface was designed and reviewed against both the Altera manufacturer’s instructions, and 

the PCIe specification2. 
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1.6.2 Hardware Testing 

A fully instrumented design was loaded onto the FPGA. The card was then plugged into a wide variety of 

platforms and monitored for soft & hard errors. The test platforms included the IBM firestone server and 

the HPE Moonshot server. 

1.6.3 Production Testing 

The production BIST runs using communications across the PCIe interface, and also checks that this 

interface has successfully trained to Gen 3, x8. The appropriate section of the BIST report is copied below.  

INFO   - PCIe-385a BIST Firmware svn version number : 2350. 
INFO   - PCIe-385a BIST NIOS version number: 2.34 
INFO   - Serial Number: SN7095150 
INFO   - Card revision: v0301 
INFO   - FPGA type: A10 
INFO   - FPGA fabric speed: 2 
INFO   - FPGA transceiver speed: 3 
INFO   - FPGA part number: 10AX115N3F40E2SG 
INFO   - Prog time: 10:58, day: 10, month: 6, year:  16 
INFO   - MAC Address SFP+ 0: 00:0c:d7:00:27:a7 
INFO   - MAC Address SFP+ 1: 00:0c:d7:00:27:a8 
INFO   - Customer data:             
INFO   - PCIe link status 0x1083. Gen 3, x8 

Table 5: production testing result 

1.6.4 User Invoked Testing 

A user test utilizing the factory supplied BIST checks the PCIe interface similarly to the production BIST. 

The BIST does not use DMA transfers and therefore cannot be used to measure the performance of the 

interface. 

1.7 SERIAL LINKS 

1.7.1 Design Verification 

The PCB design was extensively reviewed with special reference to matching lines and minimizing 

impedance discontinuities. 

1.7.2 Hardware Testing 

The Altera/Intel Transceiver toolkit was used to generate Eye-Q diagrams for all active lanes in order to 

ensure there was sufficient design margin. This was repeated on a representative sample of boards to 

ensure consistency in results. 

Examples of typical Eye-Q diagrams are shown in “APPENDIX A: S” 

As can be seen from these Eye-Q diagrams there is an issue with the RX7 eye being too narrow. This 

required a re-spin of hardware to resolve the issue. All features of the new hardware will be retested.  

1.7.3 Production Testing 

During production, the QSFP28 cages are populated with QSFP-SR4-40G transceivers connected together 

using GMP-B-1-12-F-MM4-LS-MTP/PC-MTP/PC-1M fibre optic patch cord. This allows for full transmit and 

receive testing of the eight QSFP transceivers. 

The BIST sets up the FPGA transceivers and enables the channels. It then locks the receivers using test 

patterns. A single error is injected on each transmitter to ensure the loopback is complete and that errors 

can be detected.  
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During the full BIST, the error status of all receivers is monitored. Any failure results in reject of the card. 

The lines related to QSFP testing are reproduced below. 

 

 

INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0: Checking for PLL lock 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1: Checking for PLL lock 
INFO   -    T000 - Starting word alignment 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0: Checking for word alignme nt 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1: Checking for word alignme nt 
INFO   -    T000 - Word alignment complete 
INFO   -    T000 - Starting PRBS checkers 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0: Checking error counts are  zeroed 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0x1 7, bit count lower = 0xe1db4f80 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0x1 7, bit count lower = 0xfa66b740 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0x12f1ec00 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0x2b7d2280 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1: Checking error counts are  zeroed 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0x50484900 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0x6eefa0c0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0x877ad4c0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0xa005f9c0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0: Inserting errors 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1: Inserting errors 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0 RX: Checking injected erro rs at QSFP1 TX have registered 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0xdd4f4840 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0x1 8, bit count lower = 0xf5dad540 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0x1 9, bit count lower = 0xe660a00 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0x1 9, bit count lower = 0x26f12780 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1 RX: Checking injected erro rs at QSFP0 TX have registered 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0x1 9, bit count lower = 0x51db7c80 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0x1 9, bit count lower = 0x6a66b5c0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0x1 9, bit count lower = 0x82f23740 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0x1 9, bit count lower = 0x9b7d6c00 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x1 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0: Checking error counts are  zeroed after error insertion 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1: Checking error counts are  zeroed after error insertion 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0x0 , bit count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 
INFO   -    T000 - QSFP Test duration 60 secs, repo rting every 10 secs 

INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0 temperature 35 deg C 

INFO   -    T000 - QSFP0 reading error counts 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0xa d, bit count lower = 0xc11f5140 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0xa d, bit count lower = 0xd999dfc0 
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INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0xa d, bit count lower = 0xf2144dc0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0xa e, bit count lower = 0xa8eb6c0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1 temperature 33 deg C 

INFO   -    T000 - QSFP1 reading error counts 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: bit count upper = 0xa e, bit count lower = 0x3bb63600 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 0: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: bit count upper = 0xa e, bit count lower = 0x5430af40 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 1: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: bit count upper = 0xa e, bit count lower = 0x6cab1740 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 2: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: bit count upper = 0xa e, bit count lower = 0x85257fc0 

INFO   -    T000 - channel 3: error count upper = 0 x0, error count lower = 0x0 

 

Table 6: QSFP testing report 

The BIST developed for the SOC accelerator does not include QSFP28 testing by default as it is not possible 

to assume that a loopback cables are inserted. In fact, it may be that the board is connected to other 

equipment and so any BIST could cause problems. Therefore, testing of the serial links was done for a 

single card in isolation and will not be performed on the full OPERA heterogeneous system. 

1.8 CARD PERFORMANCE 

1.8.1 Hardware Testing 

The card performance is, in effect, the performance of all the features of the card combined. Each feature 

was tested to ensure it met the original specification.  

During this hardware testing, each feature was tested & characterized individually and then in conjunction 

with other features to ensure the product could perform successfully on all levels simultaneously. 

During hardware testing, the card was tested within normal limits but also tested outside those limits (for 

example, higher speed memory clocks, increased ambient temperature, “unrealistic” levels of power 

consumption) to understand the limits of the design. These limits were reviewed and found to be well in 

excess of what was required. 

1.8.2 Production Testing 

The production BIST is designed to maximally stress the product (within normal operating limits) and so 

ensures that all features of the product (memory, PCIe, processing power and QSFP28) are operating at 

full rate, continuously and simultaneously without failure. It further stresses these features by margining 

the power supply to simulate a higher stress situation. 

1.8.3 User Invoked Testing 

The user test utilizing the factory supplied BIST also operates all features simultaneously, except for 

QSFP28s, and under nominal power conditions.  
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2 PROGRAMMING DEVICE FOR SOFTWARE TESTING 

2.1 CONFIGURE WITHOUT FLASHING 

Sometimes it is preferable not change the flash image of the device to avoid power cycling the server. To 

do a user must perform the following steps... 

1. To configure the card without crashing the system due to PCIe errors it is necessary to hide the 

card from the server. This can be done by disabling advanced error reporting for the PCIe card. 

Once the command has been issued the FPGA can then be reconfigured with the required sof file 

generated from the Quartus tools.  

2. The accelerator card should then be made visible on the PCIe bus by enabling the advanced 

reporting. 

3. Soft rebooting the system then allows the server to discover the new design on the PCIe bus.  

4. After the reboot the SOC device may require a reset to start the linux kernel on the ARM device. 

A “reset” executable is provided by Nallatech.  This sets registers in the MAX10 device to trigger a 

reset pulse on the HPS. 

This approach was used extensively during the software/firmware testing of the SOC accelerator. 
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3 SOC LINUX 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

A critical component of the SOC accelerator is the ARM processor. In order to us the ARM processor a 

Linux image must be created along with any required drivers. This section describes the Linux image 

created and its capability relative to the requirements of the “Truck use case”. 

3.2 FILE SYSTEM AND BOOT 

To use the SOC ARM processor a kernel image and file system must be created. This image is booted at 

power up or when a processor reset command is issued by the Max10 system controller. 

An onboard QSPI flash is used to store the images required for ARM system using the Journalling Flash 

File System version 2 (JFFS2). 

 

 

Region Address Range 

JFFS2 Linux File System 0x00720000-0x0FFFFFFF 

U-Boot Env 0x00710000-0x0071FFFF 

Linux Kernel 0x00120000-0x0070FFFF 

Device Tree 0x00100000-0x0011FFFF 

U-Boot 0x00000000-0x000FFFFF 

Table 7: QSPI Flash memory map 

  

Table 7 illustrates the different addresses of the different reserved sections of the QSPI Flash. Reading 

and writing to the flash from the ARM processor is significantly slower than writing to DDR4 memory. 

Therefore, any code ported to the ARM should be designed to work in memory only and avoid access to 

the file system where possible. 

3.3 BOOT SEQUENCE 

The following sequence of events ensures the SOC ARM processor boots correctly ensuring all external 

interfaces to FPGA are ready. 

• BootROM: Performs minimal configuration and loads Preloader. 

• Preloader: Configures clocking, IOCSR, pinmuxing, DDRAM and loads U-boot into device memory. 

• U-boot: Configures the FPGA and loads the Linux kernel with the appropriate settings. The BSP has 

certain requirements and these must be compiled as options when creating the U-boot image. E.g. 

the size of the attached DDR memory. U-boot waits until the FPGA is configured before loading the 

ARM files system from a separate flash device. 

• Linux kernel: The Linux kernel then boots as normal. 
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3.4 FLASH MEMORIES 

 

 

Figure 5 : Different Flash connections of the SOC accelerator card 

Figure 5 illustrates the two QSPI flash memories and their connections in relation to the HPS and FPGA. 

The version of Linux used on the SOC is Angstrom v2014.12. This is a stripped down embedded version 

used by the Altera reference designs. 

 

Feature Description/Value 

Linux kernel 4.1.22-ltsi 

Total QSPI disk space 
248.9 Mbytes. This area is reserved for the JFFS2 

file system. 

QSPI disk space occupied by kernel and Linux files ~82 Mbytes 

OpenCL  ARM runtime libraries ~3.2 Mbytes 

DDR memory test 
53 Kbytes. The size of the OpenCL host code for the 

DDR memory test. 

Table 8 : OS and file system features 

Initial testing suggests that the QSPI Flash is large enough to run the complexity of software required for 

the MICMAC port, where only portions of the original code will be run on the ARM. Table 8 lists the 

different memory requirements of the ARM processor and resource available for software. Any code 

ported to the SOC ARM must require less than the 248 Mbytes of storage available, as shown in Figure 1. 

Configuration 
Flash 

ARM Flash 
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3.5 INTERACTIING WITH THE ARM 

Although slow, the Ethernet over PCIE1 interface has proven sufficient for uploading new executables onto 

the ARM file system.  

 

 

Figure 6 : Host to SOC interfaces 

It is expected that interaction with the ARM OS will be limited to copying files and executing pre-compiled 

executables. Therefore a command line interface to the ARM will be sufficient. 

Minicom3 is a simple text based control console that allows access to the SOC via a terminal interface. It 

is also possible to use the Linux utility “ssh” to open a terminal interface to ARM using the Ethernet Over 

PCIe interface developed for the OPERA project.  

 

                                                        

1 The Ethernet over PCIe interface is described in OPERA deliverable D6.2 
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4 SOC ARM BENCHMARKING 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

This section reviews the benchmark tests that have been performed to characterise the ARM Cortex-A9 

processor. This includes compiling applications to stress memory interfaces and measure application 

performance of the NEON vector processor. 

 

Figure 7 : SOC HPS System 

 

4.2 PROGRAMMING THE ARM 

As part of the OPERA project Nallatech has developed a host to ARM communication channel to allow 

data and control information to be passed between an application on the ARM and an application running 

the Moonshot x86 system. This is done by implementing an Ethernet-over-PCIe interface. A driver on the 

Moonshot host and equivalent driver on the ARM open an Ethernet port that allows any communication 

that would normally be possible via a typical Ethernet connection (E.g. ssh, scp, nfs, etc).  

Programs are compiled using the ARM version of the gcc compiler “gcc-linaro-4.9-2016.02-x86_64_arm-

linux-gnueabihf”. The executable was then uploaded onto the arm using the host to arm using the 

Ethernet-over-PCIe interface. 

It is also possible to compile programs directly on the ARM processor. However, this uses more storage 

on the attached flash memory file system, reducing the size of the programs and data sets that can be 

accessed by the ARM. It is also much slower than compiling on the host system and uploading, particularly 

for large applications. 
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4.3 BLAS LIBRARY PERFORMANCE 

The BLAS library is a commonly used linear algebra library that has been highly optimised for different 

CPU architectures including ARM. Here some of the more commonly used BLAS functions have been 

benchmarked on the SOC accelerator card. 

4.3.1 Building the BLAS library for ARM 

The BLAS source (version 2.19) was compiled with the following options to ensure the most efficient use 

of the device. 

make CC=arm-linux-gnueabihf-gcc FC=arm-linux-gnueab ihf-gfortran HOSTCC=gcc 
TARGET=CORTEXA9 USE_OPENMP=1 

4.3.2 BLAS functions tested 

This section lists the different BLAS functions tested on the SOC accelerator. 

4.3.3 Benchmark application 

The benchmark code executing the BLAS libraries was compiled using the gcc version “gcc-linaro-4.9-

2016.02-x86_64_arm-linux-gnueabihf” with the following options... 

-mfpu=neon –mtune=cortex-A9 –funsafe-math-optimizai ons –O3 

The following table provides an explanation of each of these options. 

Option Description 

mfpu=neon 
Informs the compiler that the target architecture uses the floating 

point units of the embedded neon processor. 

mtune=cortex-A9 
Instructs the gcc compiler to tune its compilation for the cortex-A9 

instruction set. 

funsafe-math-optimizations 

The neon DSP engine within the Cortex-A9 is not IEEE754 compliant. 

Hence, for the compiler to use the floating point capability of the neon 

engine, gcc must be informed that non-standard floating point 

calculations are permitted. 

03 The standard highest level of gcc optimisation. 

 

4.3.4 NEON SIMD processor 

The CortexA9 processor uses the ARMv7 core. This has a FPU unit and a NEON parallel processor. The 

NEON processor is a 128 bit wide vector processor that can be used as either 16x8-bit, 8x16-bit, 4x32-bit 

or 2x64 bit integer operations, or 4x32-bit floating point operations.  

4.3.5 SOC ARM internal cache and external memory bandwidths 

This section presents the bandwidth tests for a single core running on the ARM cortex A9. The bandwidth 

drops away when data accesses are outside the size of devices cache (512 MB).  

Reading of sizes greater than the cache size incurs a significant reduction in bandwidth. 
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Figure 8 : Bandwidth writing to memory (GBytes/Sec versus Bytes) 

 

 

Figure 9 : Bandwidth reading from memory (GBytes/Sec versus Bytes) 
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4.3.6 STREAM Benchmark 

The stream benchmark software was downloaded from github2 and compiled for ARM cortex A9. This was 

then uploaded onto the ARM processor on the accelerator and executed to obtain the memory bandwidth 

between the ARM processor and the external DDR4 memory.  

The following text is the output generated by running the stream benchmark. 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

STREAM version $Revision: 5.10 $ 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

This system uses 8 bytes per array element. 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

Array size = 10000000 (elements), Offset = 0 (eleme nts) 

Memory per array = 76.3 MiB (= 0.1 GiB). 

Total memory required = 228.9 MiB (= 0.2 GiB). 

Each kernel will be executed 10 times. 

 The *best* time for each kernel (excluding the fir st iteration) 

 will be used to compute the reported bandwidth. 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

Your clock granularity/precision appears to be 1 mi croseconds. 

Each test below will take on the order of 140527 mi croseconds. 

   (= 140527 clock ticks) 

Increase the size of the arrays if this shows that 

you are not getting at least 20 clock ticks per tes t. 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

WARNING -- The above is only a rough guideline. 

For best results, please be sure you know the 

precision of your system timer. 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

Function    Best Rate MB/s  Avg time     Min time     Max time 

Copy:            1148.1     0.139537     0.139362     0.139656 

Scale:            903.5     0.177378     0.177087     0.177800 

Add:              754.6     0.318089     0.318035     0.318138 

Triad:            749.0     0.320467     0.320406     0.320521 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

Solution Validates: avg error less than 1.000000e-1 3 on all three arrays 

--------------------------------------------------- ---------- 

Although the DDR4 memory has a peak performance of 17 GBytes/sec, the ARM is unable to utilise all this 

bandwidth for following reasons. 

• The DDR memory is shared between the OpenCL kernel and the ARM processor via the L3 memory 

interconnect hardcoded into the ARM IP. The L3 interconnect clock speed is set to 400MHz. The 

                                                        

2 https://github.com/jeffhammond/STREAM 
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bit width of the OpenCL interface to this interconnect is 128 bits wide and has a peak throughput 

of 6.4 GBytes/Sec. 

• The bandwidth is further limited by priority settings of this interconnect. Depending upon the 

application requirements the priority can be tailored to favour either the OpenCL kernel or ARM 

CPU (Quality of Service QoS). The measurements documented here are for the default settings 

which favour the OpenCL kernel. For acceleration, it makes sense to have the bandwidth of the 

interconnect optimised for the OpenCL interface. For more details on the OpenCL bandwidth see 

section 7.2.3.  

 

 

Figure 10 : HPS Interconnect Block Diagram4 

4.3.6.1 About Quality of Service and Arbitration 

The following explanation of QoS is taken from the relevant Intel documentation. 

“The system interconnect supports quality-of-service (QoS) optimization through programmable QoS 

generators. The QoS generators are located on interconnect initiators, which correspond to master 

interfaces. Each QoS generator creates control signals that prioritize the handling of individual 

transactions to meet performance requirements.  

The purpose of controlling QoS is to prevent one initiator from using up the interconnect's bandwidth at 
the expense of other initiators. “5  
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For the SOC accelerator the QoS register settings are set to their default values, which gives preference 

to traffic from the FPGA logic over traffic from the ARM processor. It may be useful to tune the QoS 

settings to improve the performance of the application port. 

4.3.7 Vector BLAS benchmark functions 

The following chart presents a selection of different Blas library vector operations. The performance of 

the different functions can be seen to drop off when the cache size is exceeded. At first, doubling the 

thread count from one to two roughly doubles the performance, subsequent doubling of the tread count 

to four is detrimental for performance, as is evident in the four threads curve. This is to be expected as 

the embedded ARM processor contains two Cortex-A9 cores. Increasing beyond two threads simply 

increases the overhead of thread management to the detriment of performance. 

 

 

Figure 11 : Vector dot product (GFlops versus elements) 

 

Figure 12 : Vector sum (GFlops versus elements) 

4.3.8 Matrix BLAS benchmark results on Cortex A9 

The following chart shows the GFlops/Sec for the multiplication of square matrices of increasing size. The 

test was performed for multiplications with transposed outputs. 
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Figure 13 : GEMM BLAS (GFlops versus Matrix Dimension) 

The high data reuse of the matrix multiplies allows the ARM device to get close to the peak performance 

of the Neon SIMD processor (~4GFlops/Sec). Again, performance is severely impacted when exceeding 

the size of the onboard cache. 

4.4 PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS 

4.4.1 Influence on MICMAC porting 

The performance of the ARM will need to be carefully considered when deciding how to partition code 

between the host CPU, FPGA logic and ARM cortex A9 processors. Given the low external memory 

bandwidth of the ARM it would be advisable to keep operations on the ARM within the size of the cache 

where possible, only moving to external memory when data needs to be shared between ARM and FPGA 

logic. 

4.4.2 Power Measurements 

Once the Redfish interface (Work Package 4) has been implemented it will be possible to carefully 

measure power fluctuations when switching between CPU, FPGA and ARM. At this point the power 

savings gained from using different elements of the system can be carefully measured. 
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5 INTEGRATION INTO MOONSHOT SERVER 

 

Figure 14 : SOC Accelerator integrated into Moonshot server 

Figure 14 and Figure 15 shows the SOC Accelerator integrated into the Moonshot server. The two optical 

connections can be seen connected to the rear of the card. 

 

Figure 15 : SOC Accelerator alternative view 

No issues were discovered when installing the SOC accelerator into the Moonshot server. 
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6 TESTING ON UBUNTU 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

CSI have raised a requirement to run the MICMAC processing software on the Ubuntu OS. This 

requirement is to allow compatibility with the MICMAC software that has been developed for the Ubuntu 

OS.  Ubuntu was not a supported OS by the Intel FPGA tool flow at beginning for the OPERA project. This 

has therefore required that some testing of the hardware and tools be performed in the Ubuntu OS 

environment to check for any compatibility issues. 

6.2 TESTING ON UBUNTU 

For the most part the Intel FPGA OpenCL tools ported with no issues. Nallatech was required to recompile 

the BSP installer executable in Ubuntu and the default Ubuntu script language needed to be changed from 

“dash” to “bash” for install scripts to work. 

There were no issues compiling and running the OpenCL tool flow once installed. Therefore, it is concluded 

that Ubuntu will not be an issue for the project. 

6.3 INTEL SUPPORT 

An Ubuntu run time and design environment will officially be supported in version 17.0 0 (May 2017) of 

the Intel FPGA OpenCL tools, hence this issue can now be considered resolved. 
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7 OPENCL HARDWARE TESTING 

7.1 OVERVIEW 

BSP development, on Arria10 has proved to be challenging, largely due Immature and changing reference 

BSPs, changes to the Quartus tool chain (changes to Qsys Pro in 16.1 being one of the more significant 

changes) and Partial Reconfiguration issues. This has been compounded by the lack of forward migration 

between Quartus Versions meaning that a BSP developed in one version of Quartus is not usable in a 

different version of Quartus. 

However, Nallatech has managed to create a functioning OpenCL BSP for the OPERA FPGA prototype that 

will enable the MICMAC port to be quickly designed and modified using the OpenCL programming 

language. 

This BSP has the following capabilities: 

BSP Component Description 

Arria10 HPS 

 

The Arria 10 Hard Processor System configures and 

connects the external interfaces of the hard 

processor. 

EMIF_a10_hps 

 

The Altera A10 Extended Memory Interface (EMIF) 

DDR Interface. Provides an interface to connect a 

bank of external memory to the BSP. Configured 

for a bank of DDR4 with a 32bit data bus and a 

15bit address bus. 

Kernel Interface 

 

The OpenCL Kernel Interface allows the host 

interface to access and control the OpenCL kernel. 

Shared DDR Memory 

This is a shared DDR memory between the OpenCL 

kernel and the ARM processor. This is used share 

compute data. 

Serial Links 

This high speed low latency serial interconnects 

between FPGA cards. These appear as channel 

interfaces in an OpenCL kernel. 

Host Channel Interface 

The host channel interface allows data to be 

passed between host (Moonshot) and the FPGA. 

This appears as a channel interface in an OpenCL 

kernel. 

Table 9 : Interim OpenCL BSP functionality 
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Figure 16: FPGA Accelerator BSP Components 

7.2 BSP PERFORMANCE AND TESTING 

7.2.1 Flat compilation flow 

There are two compilation flows for OpenCL designs. The first is the regular flow where the IP components 

such as memories, PCIe and IO connections are locked down in a fixed location. This guarantees that the 

OpenCL designs will work regardless of how low the compiled kernel clock frequency is. This ensures the 

critical components such as the PCIe and DDR memories always meet timing.  

For a flat flow, no components are locked down and therefore there is no guarantee that the critical 

components always meet timing. A flat flow has advantages in that extra functionality can be added to 

the BSP without a major rework to the BSP floor planning. Given that the OPERA BSP is to be continuously 

improved over the course of the project a flat flow will be used for initial OpenCL design and MICMAC 

port. Compilation of existing software using a flat flow have proven that critical components of the design 

still meet timing with a flat flow, if the PCIe is de-rated to Gen2. De-rating of the PCIe to Gen2 has no 

significant impact (see 7.2.4). 
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Figure 17: Example flat build showing the base IP (PCIe, etc) in red (Arria 10 660-SOC) 

With the flat flow, there is no base region and the Altera tools can place the kernel logic amongst the 

board logic. So, whilst not all logic can be used, there are no floor planned regions where the kernel logic 

cannot be placed. This leads to a lower board resource usage than for a fixed floor planned BSP. The 

resource of the flat BSP is given below. 

 

FPGA resource type: 
FPGA Prototype Board Total 

Resource (10AS066H3F34E2SG) 

opera_ax066 

Built with 16.1.1 

ALMS 251680 23483 (9.33%) 

FFs 1006720 93932 (9.33%) 

DSPs 1687 0 

RAMs 2131 231 (10.84%) 

Table 10 : FPGA prototype BSP resource use 

7.2.2 Serial link Loopback 

A QSFP serial channels loopback OpenCL test design was used to prove the serial channels work (See 0). 

Here a special loopback cable connects one QSFP port to the other. 

The loopback tests bursts of different sizes transferred over both serial links. The following table illustrates 

the bandwidth measured for different packet sizes and which includes the setup time require by the 

OpenCL API. 
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Figure 18 : Serial link bandwidth for various burst sizes (Bytes) running in OpenCL. 

The maximum theoretical bandwidth of the serial links is 5 GBytes/Sec for each 40 Gbit link.  

7.2.3 DDR4 Memory 

To test the DDR4 memory a simple OpenCL kernel was created. The time taken to read and write data to 

the global memory, equivalent to the DDR4 memory attached to the ARM, was measured. 

The peak OpenCL Shared DDR4 Bandwidth was measured at 4.5 GBytes/Sec (Writes), dropping to ~4.1 

GBtytes/Sec when arm is also streaming to DDR memory. This was to be expected given the limitations 

imposed on the L3 interconnect clock frequency and the choice of default QoS settings. 

Table 11 illustrates the effects on ARM bandwidth when an OpenCL kernel is streaming data to the DDR 

memory. The ARM peak bandwidth is ~0.78 GBytes/Sec when an OpenCL kernel is busy accessing the 

memory. 

 

Function     Best Rate MB/s Avg time Min time Max time 

Copy 764.0 0.352019 0.209427 0.370985 

Scale 289.4 0.554557 0.552804 0.557343 

Add 336.6 0.714664 0.712951 0.719603 

Triad 325.6 0.771651 0.737148 0.779742 

Table 11 : ARM memory bandwidth running the “Stream” benchmark when throttled by OpenCL kernel 

7.2.4 Host channel Interface 

Host Channels are a new feature for OpenCL that allows a streaming interface to/from the kernel to the 

host system. Previously if the host system wanted to send data to the kernel it would write the data into 

a memory region that was accessible by both the host and the kernel. Usually this was DDR memory. This 

IP is useful for the OPERA project as it allows the host server to transfer data directly to/from the kernel 

and not via the SoCs ARM processor, which would be slow. 

Altera/Intel provided a reference design for the A10 Dev Kit. This IP implemented a streaming channel 

kernel interface over PCIe. The IP in the reference design was taken and added to the FPGA prototype for 

hardware testing. However, this IP had issues with larger transfer sizes. Testing on multiple servers and 
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OS configurations showed this to be consistent, if somewhat variable, problem. A workaround is possible 

by limiting transfers to small sizes and therefore preventing PCIe reordering, the cause of the data errors, 

at the expense of bandwidth.  

Testing on a standard desktop PC produced a host bandwidth of ~2.0GB/sec. Here occasional errors were 

seen, which could be removed by reducing the transfer size. On the OPERA Moonshot server the tests ran 

error free at ~2.0GB/s, with full transfer sizes. It appears that the Moonshot server does not re-order/have 

the issue that caused the data errors observed on the desktop systems. The exact cause remains unknown 

at this time and will be monitored during the remainder of the OPERA project. 

The above test used a Gen2x8 PCIe core, however it is also possible to build a design with a Gen3x8 

interface. Such a design ran error free at ~2.3GB/s. Moving to Gen3 doesn’t appear to offer much 

improvement. The compilation tools struggle to meet timing for a Gen3x8 design, hence given the 

relatively small performance improvement between Gen2 and Gen3, the interface will be set to Gen2 

reducing the likelihood for timing closure issues when using a flat flow. 

7.2.5 FPGA to ARM Interface 

The direct FPGA to ARM interface has not been included at this point in the project. Currently only the 

OpenCL API has direct access to the FPGA from the ARM via the OpenCL API. This is for passing kernel 

attributes and kernel events. Data is shared via the shared DDR memory. 

7.2.6 SOC Accelerator Bandwidths 

 

Figure 19 : SOC Accelerator Interface bandwidths (peak) 
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Figure 19 shows the bandwidths of the different interfaces of the SOC accelerator. The second bank of 

DDR is not currently implemented; however, it is expected to be close to its theoretical maximum as it 

does not pass through the L3 interconnect. 

7.3 OPENCL COMPILATION TESTS 

To verify a flat build approach would be sufficient for the OPERA project various OpenCL designs were 

compiled to test that timing was met for the PCIe interface.  

Nallatech has an example Lattice Boltzmann code that is representative of a real HPC problem and can be 

easily tailored to utilise the entire device. It is rare that an FPGA use more than 80% of the device as 

designs greater in size than this have trouble routing, which results in a poor fMax or, worse still, failure 

to meet timing. 

Compiling the lattice boltzman code utilising > 80% of the DSP logic met timing with an fMax of 226 MHz. 

This is a typical clock frequency for an OpenCL Arria 10 design.  

In conclusion, the flat build process will be adequate for the needs of the OPERA project. 

 

Device Feature Lattice Boltzman resource requirements 

ALUTs 118710 

Registers 291,960 

Logic utilization 129,102 / 251,680 (51 % ) 

DSP blocks 1,381 / 1,687 (82 % ) 

Memory bits 33,990,040 / 43,642,880 (78 % ) 

RAM blocks 2,131 / 2,131 (100 % ) 

Table 12 : Flat compilation test resources 
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Figure 20 : Flat build of the Lattice Boltzmann code 

Figure 20 shows the logic placement of an OpenCL lattice Boltzmann code compiled and built using the 

SOC board support package. The items in red are the logic elements that form part of the BSP, such as the 

PCIe memory interface. The Items in blue are logic elements that form the OpenCL kernels of the Lattice 

Boltzmann code. 

7.4 FUTURE BSP IMPROVEMENTS 

The BSP described above is adequate for the initial MICMAC porting, however to fully utilise the potential 

of the FPGA accelerator an additional DDR bank will be added, plus a direct data link between the ARM 

and FPGA. 

Intel continues to improve their tool flow with a major update released every 6 months. Any 

improvements/bug fixes will be applied to future BSP releases. 
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8 METRICS 

At this early stage of hardware testing it’s possible to start measuring against some of the metrics 

described in deliverable D6.1, namely “Adaptability” and “Instability”. 

 

Metric Description 

Portability 

• Adaptability: Degree to which a product or system can effectively and 

efficiently be adapted for different or evolving hardware, software or other 

operational or usage environments. How does the heterogeneity of the 

system affect adaptability?  

• Installability:  Can the software be installed on other systems or is it 

limited to the system within the project. The BSP development is partly to 

address the installability of future hardware. 

• Replaceability: Is there and easy upgrade path. Compilation technologies 

are key to achieving replaceability.   

 

Performance 

Efficiency 

• Time behaviour: The degree to which the software port meets the 

requirements of the customer. 

• Resource utilisation: The degree to which the available compute resources 

are used for the different available processing technologies.   

• Capacity: A low resource utilization may be deemed a good result if the final 

power use is low and performance targets are met. This is the capacity of 

the system. 

Table 13: Metrics to measure code porting complexities, as described D6.1 

Adaptability: The OpenCL tool flow described in this document allows OpenCL code to be ported between 

different FPGA and CPU platforms. This will also provide a seamless upgrade path for any code developed 

for the SOC accelerator. 

Instability: The BSP and ARM development flow have shown that software can easily be compiled and 

installed on the ARM and FPGA devices.  This was demonstrated by compiling the BLAS libraries onto the 

SOC ARM processors.  
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

This interim deliverable focuses on the functionality required to go forward and achieve the desired 

performance improvement goals of the OPERA project. The following table lists some of the required 

features of the SOC accelerator and their current state. 

 

Feature Conclusion 

Programmability  

OpenCL support is required to efficiently port applications. This has been 

successfully implemented and is ready to be utilised on the remainder of the 

OPERA project for the delivery of the “Truck use case”. 

Hardware  

The hardware features of the SOC card have been successfully validated, 

including the relevant interfaces from OpenCL kernels. The only exception is 

the serial link error described in section 1.7. 

System Integration 

 

The SOC accelerator has been successfully installed in the target HPE server and 

communication interfaces validated. 

Performance  

The performance of the ARM has been analysed and the hardware interfaces 

benchmarked. At this point it is not possible to predict the performance of the 

MICMAC port until the initial implementation is complete. 

Power  

The hooks are in place to measure the power consumption of the SOC card. 

Detailed power measurements will be performed once the initial MICMAC port 

and the RedFISH interface (Work package 4) are complete. 
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APPENDIX A: SERIAL LINK EYE DIAGRAMS 

 

As part of the hardware testing the various serial links on the SOC accelerator were carefully analysed to 

help identify the cause of occasional bit errors by creating eye diagrams.  

An eye diagram follows what is referred to as a “bathtub” curve, wide in the middle and slopping sharply 

at the edges. Here it represents changes in the Bit Error Rate (BER) for the transceiver for varying 

horizontal phase step and vertical step. In the eye diagrams below the blue line represents the point at 

which single bit errors occur, the red line where multiple errors start to occur. 

By varying the Physical Medium Attachment (PMA) settings the shape of the eye can be adjusted. The 

wider the eye the better the quality of the signal. The PMA consists of the following blocks... 

• Serializer/deserializer (SERDES) 

• Clock and data recovery PLL 

• Analog front end transmit drivers 

• Analog front end receive buffers 

 

The final settings of each transceiver are set to correspond to the widest point on the eye diagram. Due 

to other environmental effects, e.g. heat, electromagnetic (cross talk from other signals), errors can still 

occur during testing even if an eye exists.  The diagram for transceiver RX7 shows a narrow eye and 

consequentially the signal lane experienced errors. The errors were later identified as cross talk from 

another transceiver lane. To remove this, a re-spin of the SOC accelerator PCB was required to increase 

the gap between transceiver lanes. 

 

For more information on the transceivers see the Intel Arria10 transceiver document6. 

 

Transceiver 

Pair 
Eye Diagram 

RX0 – 39/27 
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RX1 – 38/26 

 

RX2 – 39/26 

 

RX3 – 38/28 

 

RX4 – 43/27 
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RX5 – 30/23 

 

RX6 – 35/25 

 

RX7 – 25/17 

 

Figure 21 : Serial link transceiver eye diagrams 
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APPENDIX B: BIST MEMORY MAP 

I. FPGA-SOC –MEMORY MAP 

The BIST application uses a memory map interface for control. The following sections list the address of 

the different registers that are used to control the BIST and retrieve results and general information 

regarding the SOC card. The mapping corresponds to addresses on the PCIe BAR0 memory. 

II. BAR0 MEMORY MAP TABLE FOR BIST TESTING 

Address Register Description 

0x00000000-

0x0000000F 
Version/ID Register 

15:0: SVN Version 

 

0x00000010-

0x00000017 
System ID 

Includes version register, device ID and build 

timestamp 

0x00000020-

0x0000002F 
System Arbiter 

Register used to indicate which master has 

control of the data path. 

0x00000030-

0x0000003F 
HPS Reset Control 

Allows various reset ports on HPS to be 

toggled. 

0x00000040-

0x0000004F 
Unique Chip ID  

0x00000050-

0x0000005F 
DDR4 Bank0 Reset  

0x00000100-

0x0000013F 
Clock Test Clocks change between different builds 

0x00000300-

0x0000030F 
PCIe to HPS IRQ Generator Allows PCIe Host to generate HPS interrupts 

0x00000310-

0x0000031F 
HPS to PCIe IRQ Generator Allows HPS to generate PCIe interrupts 

0x00001000-

0x000013FF 
DDR4 Bank0 Test  

0x00001400-

0x000017FF 
DDR4 Bank1 Test 

Host Connection currently TBD as this bank is 

directly connected to the HPS 

0x00002000-

0x000023FF 
PHY Lanes 0-3 Test  

0x00002400-

0x000027FF 
PHY Lanes 4-7 Test  

0x00003000-

0x00003FFF 
ATX PLL Reconfig Ctrl 

If the clock frequency for the PHY/QSFPs 

changes, the PLL should be recalibrated 

0x0000?000-

0x0000?1FF 
Burner0 128 Burners (address TBD) – not present 

0x0000?200-

0x0000?3FF 
Burner1 128 Burners (address TBD) – not present 
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0x00004000-

0x000043FF 
System Manager Interface 

See System Manager Interface Core 

Datasheet and System Manager Firmware 

Documentation 

0x00004400-

0x0000440F 
AltTemp Sensor  

0x00005000-

0x00005FFF 

System Manager Interface 

Memory 

See System Manager Interface Core 

Datasheet and System Manager Firmware 

Documentation 

0x00006000-

0x0000600F 
QSFP 0 Control & Status QSFP Control & status reg 

0x00006010-

0x0000601F 
QSFP 1 Control & Status QSFP Control & status reg 

0x00010000-

0x00013FFF 
PCIe Config Reg Access Access to PCIe config reg port 

0x00100000-

0x0013FFFF 
On chip RAM 

RAM used for handshaking between PCIe 

host and HPS 

 

This BIST does not have any DMA support and therefore cannot be used for testing host bandwidth. 

III. SYSTEM ID 

Address R/W Register Description 

Offset+0x0 (0x0) RO Version 

15:00: PCIe Device ID 

31:16: Image ID (EP = 0xbabe, RP = 0xcafe) 

 

Offset+0x4 (0x1) RO 
Build 

Timestamp 

A unique 32-bit value that is based on the system 

generation time. The value is equivalent to the number of 

seconds after Jan. 1, 1970. 

 

IV. TEMPERATURE SENSOR  

The temperature sensor register can be used to extract the current temperature of the device. 

Address R/W Register Description 

Offset+0x0 

(0x0) 
RO 

FPGA 

Temperature 

Bit9:0 – Temperature.  See Intel documentation for 

details7. 

 

Offset+0x4 

(0x1) 
R/W Alert Control 

Bit9:0 – Alert Temperature (Defaults to 0x205 – roughly 

85oC) 

Bit12 – Alert Enable (Defaults to 0x1 – Enabled) 

V. DDR4 BANK 0 RESET 

Offset Register 

Offset+0x0 
Reset Control 

Bit 0 – ‘1’ Reset Enabled; ‘0’ Reset Disabled 
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This register defaults (at reset) to 0x1 (reset enabled). 

When the reset is disabled, the reset (to the memory) will de-assert after approximated 350ms. 

The reset should be enabled prior to any attempt to change memory clocks.  The reset should be disabled 

when the memory clocks have been changed. 

VI. CLOCK TEST 

Offset Register 

Offset+0x0 ClockTest Control 

Offset+0x4 PCIe Reference Clock Counter (100MHz) 

Offset+0x8 Reference Clock0 Counter (266MHz/300MHz) 

Offset+0xC 
1 pps (for test purposes 100/16 = 6 MHz) 

This signal is output on the U1PPS pin to be checked externally with a scope. 

Offset+0x10 System Reference Clock (266MHz) 

Offset+0x14 GXB Refclk 0 (644/4 = 161MHz) 

Offset+0x18 GXB Refclk 1 (644/4 = 161MHz) 

Offset+0x1C GXB Refclk 2 (644/4 = 161MHz) 

Offset+0x20 GXB Refclk 3 (644/4 = 161MHz) 

Offset+0x24 GXB Refclk 4 (644/4 = 161MHz) 

Offset+0x28 GXB Refclk 5 (644/4 = 161MHz) 

Offset+0x2C CONFIG clock (100MHz) 

 

VII. DDR4 BANK X TEST 

The following table lists the memory map addresses used for controlling the BIST memory tests. 

Address R/W Register Description 

Offset+0x0 (0x0) R/W Control 

0: Test Enable 

1: Test Reset 

7:2: Pattern Select 

2: Count 

3: Rolling ‘1’ 

4: Rolling ‘0’ 

5: F/0 

6: 5/A 

7: PRBS 

8: Write Once (writes pattern once and then read 

only) 

Offset+0x4 (0x1) RO Status 
0: Test Running 

1: Test Failed 

Offset+0x8 (0x2) RO Tests Completed  

Offset+0xC (0x3) RO Error Count  
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Offset+0x10 (0x4) RO Error Bits (Lower) Error Bits (31:0) 

Offset+0x14 (0x5) RO Error Bits (Upper) Error Bits (63:32) 

Offset+0x18 (0x6) RO Memory Status 
Bit 0: Calibration Successful 

Bit 1: Calibration Failure 

Offset+0x1C (0x7) RO Error Bits (Parity) Error Bits (71:64) 

Offset+0x20 (0x8) R/W Results Control 9:0 – Results Read Address 

Offset+0x24 (0x9) RO Offset Address 1st Address (of burst of 8) where error occured 

Offset+0x28 (0xA) RO Expected Data 0 Bits 31:0 of expected data 

Offset+0x2C (0xB) RO Expected Data 1 Bits 63:32 of expected data 

Offset+0x30 (0xC) RO Expected Data 2 Bits 71:64 of expected data 

……………………………. …. …………………………. Each set of 3 is 72-bits of to total of 576 bits 

Offset+0x7C (0x1F) RO Expected Data 21 Bits 535:504 of expected data 

Offset+0x80 (0x20) RO Expected Data 22 Bits 567:536 of expected data 

Offset+0x84 (0x21) RO Expected Data 23 Bits 575:568 of expected data 

Offset+0x88 (0x22) RO Received Data 0 Bits 31:0 of received data 

Offset+0x8C (0x23) RO Received Data 1 Bits 63:32 of received data 

Offset+0x90 (0x24) RO Received Data 2 Bits 71:64 of received data 

……………………………. …. …………………………. Each set of 3 is 72-bits of total of 576 bits 

Offset+0xDC (0x37) RO Received Data 21 Bits 535:504 of received data 

Offset+0xE0 (0x38) RO Received Data 22 Bits 567:536 of received data 

Offset+0xE4 (0x39) RO Received Data 23 Bits 575:568 of received data 

 

In the control register, Bit8 sets a write once bit.  This can only be used when there is only one test pattern 

selected (normally PRBS).  It writes the data once on the first pass of the test.  Subsequent passes are 

read-only.  This is normally used to determine if the problem is read or write. 

There is a 10-bit register (Results Control) that sets an address to read from the results memory 

After that is one Results Address (First Address in Burst of 8 where the error occurred), 24 registers with 

expected data (8 sets of 3 registers, with each set returning 72-bits), 24 registers with received data (same 

format as expected data). 

The general sequence would be to write 0x0 to Results Control. 

 

• Read all 49 subsequent registers 

• Write 0x1 to Results Control 

• Read all 49 subsequent registers 

• … 

 

Then incrementing the Results Control value and repeating until all the errors have been read.  If error 

count is 1024 or greater, technically you should read from every address in the results memory (i.e. this 

sequence keeps going until you have read the results with Results Control set to 0x3FF). 
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VIII. PHY LANES X-Y TEST 

Each test block, tests four lanes. The memory map is as follows... 

Address R/W Register Description 

Offset+0x00(0x0) R/W PHY_CTRL 

Bit0 – PHY Reset 

Bit4:1 – RX Serial Loopback Enable 

Bit31:5 – Reserved 

Default(0x0) 

Offset+0x04(0x1) RO PHY_STATUS 

Bit0 – PLL Locked 

Bit3:1 – Reserved (“000”) 

Bit7:4 – TX Ready 

Bit11:8 – RX Ready 

Bit31:12 – Reserved 

Offset+0x08(0x2) R/W WORD_ALIGN_CTRL 

Bit3:0 – Align Data Bypass Enable 

Bit7:4 – Word Align Start 

Bit31:8 – Reserved 

Default (0xF) 

Offset+0x0C(0x3) RO WORD_ALIGN_STATUS 
Bit3:0 – Alignment Complete 

Bit31:4 – Reserved 

Offset+0x10(0x4) R/W PRBS_CTRL 

Bit3:0 – PRBS Generator Reset 

Bit7:4 – PRBS Generator Enable 

Bit11:8 – PRBS Checker Reset 

Bit15:12 – PRBS Checker Enable 

Bit31:16 – Reserved 

Default (0x0F0F) 

Offset+0x14(0x5) RO PRBS_STATUS 

Bit3:0 – PRBS Locked 

Bit7:4 – PRBS Error 

Bit8 – PRBS Passing (for all 4) 

Bit31:9 – Reserved 

Offset+0x18(0x6) R/W ERROR_INJECT_CTRL 

Bit3:0 – Error Inject (rising edge) 

Bit31:4 – Reserved 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x1C(0x7) R/W ERROR_MASK0_LOWER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask0[31:0] 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x20(0x8) R/W ERROR_MASK0_UPPER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask0[63:32] 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x24(0x9) R/W ERROR_MASK1_LOWER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask1[31:0] 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x28(0xA) R/W ERROR_MASK1_UPPER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask1[63:32] 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x2C(0xB) R/W ERROR_MASK2_LOWER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask2[31:0] 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x30(0xC) R/W ERROR_MASK2_UPPER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask2[63:32] 

Default (0x0) 
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Offset+0x34(0xD) R/W ERROR_MASK3_LOWER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask3[31:0] 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x38(0xE) R/W ERROR_MASK3_UPPER 
Bit31:0 – Error Mask3[63:32] 

Default (0x0) 

Offset+0x3C(0xF) RO BIT_COUNT0_LOWER Bit31:0 – Bit Count0[31:0] 

Offset+0x40(0x10) RO BIT_COUNT0_UPPER Bit31:0 – Bit Count0[63:32] 

Offset+0x44(0x11) RO ERROR_COUNT0_LOWER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count0[31:0] 

Offset+0x48(0x12) RO ERROR_COUNT0_UPPER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count0[63:32] 

Offset+0x4C(0x13) RO BIT_COUNT1_LOWER Bit31:0 – Bit Count1[31:0] 

Offset+0x50(0x14) RO BIT_COUNT1_UPPER Bit31:0 – Bit Count1[63:32] 

Offset+0x54(0x15) RO ERROR_COUNT1_LOWER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count1[31:0] 

Offset+0x58(0x16) RO ERROR_COUNT1_UPPER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count1[63:32] 

Offset+0x5C(0x17) RO BIT_COUNT2_LOWER Bit31:0 – Bit Count2[31:0] 

Offset+0x60(0x18) RO BIT_COUNT2_UPPER Bit31:0 – Bit Count2[63:32] 

Offset+0x64(0x19) RO ERROR_COUNT2_LOWER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count2[31:0] 

Offset+0x68(0x1A) RO ERROR_COUNT2_UPPER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count2[63:32] 

Offset+0x6C(0x1B) RO BIT_COUNT3_LOWER Bit31:0 – Bit Count3[31:0] 

Offset+0x70(0x1C) RO BIT_COUNT3_UPPER Bit31:0 – Bit Count3[63:32] 

Offset+0x74(0x1D) RO ERROR_COUNT3_LOWER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count3[31:0] 

Offset+0x78(0x1E) RO ERROR_COUNT3_UPPER Bit31:0 – Error Bit Count3[63:32] 

 

The BitCount/ErrorCount, when BIT_COUNTx_LOWER is read, locks in values for BIT_COUNTx_UPPER, 

ERROR_COUNTx_LOWER and ERROR_COUNTx_UPPER so that they are all representative of the value read 

from BIT_COUNTx_LOWER (i.e. all 4 registers should be read in the sequence BIT_COUNTx_LOWER, 

BIT_COUNTx_UPPER, ERROR_COUNTx_LOWER, ERROR_COUNTx_UPPER). 

The test sequence should be as follows... 

• Ensure all R/W registers are starting at their default states 

• Read PHY_STATUS – value should read 0xFF1 

• If not, write 0x1 to PHY_CTRL, followed by 0x0 to PHY_CTRL and read again 

• Write 0xFF to WORD_ALIGN_CTRL 

• Read WORD_ALIGN_STATUS (until it reads 0xF) 

• Write 0x0FF0 to PRBS_CTRL (FPGA0) 

• Write 0x0FF0 to PRBS_CTRL (FPGA1) 

• Write 0x00 to WORD_ALIGN_CTRL (FPGA0) 

• Write 0x00 to WORD_ALIGN_CTRL (FPGA1) 

• Write 0xF0F0 to PRBS_CTRL (FPGA0) 

• Write 0xF0F0 to PRBS_CTRL (FPGA1) 

• Wait some time 

• Read PRBS_STATUS (should hopefully read 0x10F) 

• Read BIT_COUNT0/ERROR_COUNT0 (latter should be 0x0) 

• Repeat BIT_COUNTx/ERROR_COUNTx read for three other channels 
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• Set ERROR_MASK0/1/2/3 to add single bit errors to each stream 

• ERROR_MASK0_LOWER = 0x1/ERROR_MASK0_UPPER=0x0 

• ERROR_MASK1_LOWER = 0x1/ERROR_MASK1_UPPER=0x0 

• ERROR_MASK2_LOWER = 0x1/ERROR_MASK2_UPPER=0x0 

• ERROR_MASK3_LOWER = 0x1/ERROR_MASK3_UPPER=0x0 

To inject errors into each stream (write 0xF to ERROR_INJECT_CTRL) 

Read BIT_COUNTx/ERROR_COUNTx for each channel (latter should read 0x1) 

Stop test by writing 0x00F0 to PRBS_CTRL (keep the generators on to ensure data is flowing through the 

transceivers still). 

To reset counters, write 0xFF0 to PRBS_CTRL (keep the generators on to ensure data is flowing through 

the transceivers still). 

If the PRBS Generators or Checkers are stopped, only Checker needs to be reset. It will always lock to a 

PRBS sequence from the Generator. 

At the end of the test, both the Checkers and the Generators can be stopped by writing 0x0000 to the 

PRBS_CTRL register.   

The PHY should be reset (via PHY_CTRL) if the clocks test has been running. 

IX. ATX PLL RECONFIG CTRL 

If the reference clock for the PHY/QSFP lanes changes, the ATX PLL must be recalibrated.  This is done by 

performing the following sequence: 

• Write 0x02 to address Offset+0x000 

• Read Offset+0xA00.  Poll until Bit[2]=’0’ 

• Read Modify Write Offset+0x400, mask of 0x01, write 0x01 (I read 0x02 and wrote 0x03). 

• Read Modify Write Offset+0x000, mask of 0xFF, write 0x01 (I read 0x02 and wrote 0x01). 

• Read Offset+0xA00.  Poll until Bit[1]=’0’ 

 

The ATX PLL should now be calibrated and the QSFP test should now be able to run successfully. 
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APPENDIX C: OPENCL DESIGNS 

I. SERIAL LINK OPENCL TEST KERNEL 

The following code was used to measure the bandwidth of serial interconnect. The code pushes data to 

the serial link interface via blocking OpenCL channels. There are two transmitting (TX) and two receiving 

(RX) kernels for each of the two serial interconnects. Using the OpenCL event profiling capability, the time 

taken for the kernel to complete can be accurately measured. This is then used to calculate the bandwidth 

of the OpenCL serial interfaces. 

OpenCL Kernels 

/* 
    Simple test kernels for checking functionality of serial links 
    Channels: kernel_input_ch0, kernel_output_ch0, kernel_input_ch1, kernel_output_ch1 
*/ 
 
channel short16 serial_in0    __attribute__((depth(0))) __attribute__((io("kernel_input_ch0")));  //Channel 0 Rx 
channel short16 serial_out0   __attribute__((depth(0))) __attribute__((io("kernel_output_ch0"))); //Channel 0 Tx 
channel short16 serial_in1    __attribute__((depth(0))) __attribute__((io("kernel_input_ch1")));  //Channel 1 Rx 
channel short16 serial_out1   __attribute__((depth(0))) __attribute__((io("kernel_output_ch1"))); //Channel 1 Tx 
 
 
 
/* 
 Test receive kernel 0. 
 Using short16 for testing 256 bit interface. 
*/ 
__kernel void RX_Kernel_0(__global short16 *restrict output, 
        unsigned int batch_size, 
        unsigned int gap_size) // Create artificial pause between reads. 
{ 
 unsigned int index = 0; 
 unsigned int gap_count = 0; 
 while (index < batch_size) 
 { 
  if (gap_count >= gap_size) 
  { 
   short16 rx_output = read_channel_altera(serial_in0); 
   output[index++] = rx_output; 
   gap_count = 0; 
  } 
  gap_count++; 
 } 
} 
 
/* 
 Test receive kernel 1. 
 Using short16 for testing 256 bit interface. 
*/ 
__kernel void RX_Kernel_1(__global short16 *restrict output, 
        unsigned int batch_size, 
        unsigned int gap_size) // Create artificial pause between reads. 
{ 
 unsigned int index = 0; 
 unsigned int gap_count = 0; 
 while (index < batch_size) 
 { 
  if (gap_count >= gap_size) 
  { 
   short16 rx_output = read_channel_altera(serial_in1); 
   output[index++] = rx_output; 
   gap_count = 0; 
  } 
  gap_count++; 
 } 
}  
 
 
/* 
 Test transmit kernel 0. 
 Using short16 for testing 256 bit interface. 
*/ 
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__kernel void TX_Kernel_0(__global short16 *restrict input, 
        unsigned int batch_size, 
        unsigned int gap_size) // Create artificial pause between writes. 
{ 
 unsigned int index = 0; 
 unsigned int out_index = 0; 
 unsigned int gap_count = 0; 
 // Add shift registers to help timing 
      short16 reg0; 
 short16 reg1; 
 while (out_index < batch_size) 
 { 
  if (gap_count >= gap_size) 
  { 
   short16 tx_output = input[index++];  
   if (index >= 3) 
   {   
    write_channel_altera(serial_out0,reg1); 
          out_index++; 
   } 
   reg1 = reg0; 
   reg0 = tx_output; 
   gap_count = 0; 
  } 
  gap_count++; 
 } 
} 
 
 
/* 
 Test transmit kernel 1. 
 Using short16 for testing 256 bit interface. 
*/ 
__kernel void TX_Kernel_1(__global short16 *restrict input, 
        unsigned int batch_size, 
        unsigned int gap_size) // Create artificial pause between writes. 
{ 
 unsigned int index = 0; 
 unsigned int out_index = 0; 
 unsigned int gap_count = 0; 
 // Add shift registers to help timing 
      short16 reg0; 
 short16 reg1; 
 while (out_index < batch_size) 
 { 
  if (gap_count >= gap_size) 
  { 
   short16 tx_output = input[index++];  
   if (index >= 3) 
   {   
    write_channel_altera(serial_out1,reg1); 
     out_index++; 
   } 
   reg1 = reg0; 
   reg0 = tx_output; 
   gap_count = 0; 
  } 
  gap_count++; 
 } 
} 
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II. HOST CHANNEL OPENCL TEST KERNEL 

The host channel interface test is a simple loopback design. Data is received from the host in the 

“host_to_dev” channel and written back to the host via the “dev_to_host” channel. The ARM initialises 

the kernel attributes and launches the kernel.   

OpenCL kernel 

channel ulong4 host_in __attribute__((depth(0))) 
                       __attribute__((io("host_to_dev")));  
 
channel ulong4 device_out __attribute__((depth(0))) 
                          __attribute__((io("dev_to_host")));  
 
__kernel void loopback(ulong length, uint nostop) 
{ 
  ulong counter; 
  ulong4 data; 
 
  counter = 0; 
  while (nostop | (counter < length)) { 
    data = read_channel_altera(host_in); 
    write_channel_altera(device_out, data); 
    counter += 32; 
  } 
} 
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